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______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

1. Introduction 

Levine [1] introduced the class of g-closed sets in 1970 and M.K.R.S. Veerakumar[8] introduced 

g*-closed sets in 1991. In this paper strongly g**-regular space, strongly g**-normal space are 

defined and their properties are investigated. 

2. Preliminaries 

Definition 2.1: A subset A of a topological space(X, τ) is called 

1) generalized closed (briefly g-closed)[1] if cl(A)  U whenever A  U  and U is open in 

(X, τ). 
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2)  generalized star closed (briefly g*-closed)[8] if cl(A)  U whenever A  U  and U is g- 

open in (X, τ).  

3) generalized star star closed (briefly g**-closed)[4] if cl(A)  U whenever A  U  and U 

is g*- open in (X, τ). 

Definition 2.2: A function f : (X, τ) → (Y, σ) is called  

1)  g**-irresolute [4] if )(1 Vf   is a g**-closed set of (X, τ) for every g**-closed set  V of 

(Y, σ).  

2) g**-continuous [4] if )(1 Vf   is a g**-closed set of ),( X for every closed set V of 

),( Y . 

3) g**-resolute [6] if )(Uf is g**-open in Y whenever U is g**-open in X. 

Definition 2.3:[6] The topological space (X, τ) is said to be g**-additive if arbitrary union of 

g**-closed sets is g**-closed. Equivalently arbitrary intersection of g**-open sets is g**-open. 

Definition 2.4:[6]  Let ),( X  be a topological space and Xx . Every  openg **  set 

containing x  is said to be a oodneighbourhg ** of x . 

Definition 2.5:[6]  Let A be a subset of X. A point Xx  is said to be a **g  limit point of A 

if every oodneighbourhg **  of x  contains a point of A other than x . 

Definition 2.6:[6] Let A be a subset of a topological space ),( X . )(** Aclg  is defined to be 

the intersection of all closedg **  sets containing A.  

Note: [6] )(** Aclg  need not be closedg ** , since intersection of closedg **  sets need not 

be closedg ** . But if A is closedg **  then AAclg )(** .  

Definition 2.7:[6] A topological space ),( X  is said to be  tivemultiplicag **  if arbitrary 

intersection of  closedg **  sets is closedg ** . Equivalently arbitrary union of  openg **  

sets is openg ** . 
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Note: If  ),( X is g**-multiplicative then g**cl(A) is g**-closed. In such spaces A is g**-closed 

if and only if A = g**cl(A). 

Definition 2.8:[6] A topological space ),( X  is said to be a g**- T2 space if for every pair of 

distinct points yx, in X there exists disjoint g**-open sets U and V in X such that Ux   and 

.Vy  

Definition 2.9:[6] A topological space (X, τ) is said to be g**-regular if for every closed subset 

F of X and for each point Fx there exists two disjoint g**-open sets G and H such that Gx

and .HF   

Definition 2.10:[7] A topological space ),( X  is said to be g**-compact if every g**-open 

covering of X contains a finite sub collection that also covers X.  A subset A of X is said to be 

g**-compact if every g**-open covering of A contains a finite sub collection that also covers A. 

3. Strongly g**-normal spaces and strongly g**-regular spaces 

Definition 3.1: The topological space (X, τ) is said to be g**- finitely additive if finite union of 

g**-closed sets is g**-closed. 

Definition 3.2: A topological space ),( X  is said to be   g**- finitely multiplicative if finite 

intersection of  closedg **  sets is closedg ** .  

Definition 3.3: The topological space (X, τ) is said to be g**- countably additive if countable 

union of g**-closed sets is g**-closed. 

Definition 3.4: A topological space ),( X  is said to be   g**- countably multiplicative if 

countable intersection of  closedg **  sets is closedg ** .  
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Remark 3.5: Every g**- additive space is g**-countably additive and every g**-countably 

additive space is g**-finitely additive but the inverse implication need not be true since an  

infinite cofinite topological space is g**-finitely additive but not g**-countably additive. 

Definition 3.6: Suppose that one point sets are g**-closed in X then ),( X is said to be strongly 

g**-regular if for each pair consisting of a point x and a g**-closed set B disjoint from x , there 

exists disjoint g**-open sets containing x and B respectively. 

Note: Obviously strongly g**-regular implies g**-regular.  

Definition 3.7: Suppose that one point sets are g**-closed in X then ),( X is said to be strongly 

g**-normal if for each pair A, B of disjoint g**-closed sets of X there exists disjoint g**-open 

sets containing A and B respectively. 

Example 3.8: Any indiscrete topological space ),( X is both strongly g**- regular and strongly 

g**- normal since in this space all subsets are g**-open and g**-closed. 

Example 3.9: Any infinite cofinite topological space ),( X is not strongly g**-regular and 

strongly g**-normal, since in this space a set is g**-open if and only if its complement is finite. 

Hence it is impossible to find disjoint g**-open sets but in this space every singleton set is g**-

closed. 

Theorem 3.10: (1) Every strongly g**-regular space is g**-T2 

                        (2) Every strongly g**-normal space is strongly g**-regular. 

Proof: (1) & (2) follows since }{x is g**-closed for all .Xx     
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Theorem 3.11: Let ),( X be a topological space and let one point sets in X be g**-closed. Then, 

(1) X is strongly g**-regular given a point x  of X and a g**-neighbourhood U of x  there 

exists a g**-neighbourhood V of x such that g **cl(V) .U  The converse is true if 

),( X is g**-multiplicative.  

(2) X is strongly g**-normal given g**-closed set A and a g**-open set U containing A 

there is a g**-open set V containing A such that g **cl(V) .U The converse is true if 

),( X  is g**-multiplicative. 

Proof for (1) Necessity: Let X be strongly g**-regular. Let Xx and U be a g**-

neighbourhood of x . Then, UXB  is g**-closed. Then there exists disjoint g**-open sets V 

and W such that Vx and WB  . V is a g**-neighbourhood of x . Let .BUXy   Then 

W is a g**-open set containing y and .VW ).(** Vclgy Hence g**cl(V) .U  

.)(** UVclgVx   

Sufficiency: Let Xx and B be a g**-closed set not containing x . Then BXU   is g**-open 

set containing x . By the hypothesis there exists a g**-neighbourhood V of x  such that 

.)(** BXVclgVx   On the other hand g**cl(V) is g**-closed(since X is g**-

multiplicative). Hence HVclgX  )(** is g**-open set containing B and V is a g**-open set 

containing x such that   .HV By the hypothesis every singleton set }{x is g**-closed. 

),( X is strongly g**-regular. 

Proof for (2) Necessity: Let A be a g**-closed set and U be a g**-open set containing A. Then 

UXB  is g**-closed and  .BA  Since X is strongly g**-normal, there exists disjoint 

g**-open sets V and W containing A and B respectively. Now ).(** VclgVA  To prove 
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g**cl(V) .U Let ,UXy  then .WBUX  W is a g**-open set containing y and 

.VW ).(** Vclgy Hence .)(** UVclg   

Sufficiency: Proof is similar to the proof of (1) by replacing the point x  by A. 

Definition 3.12: In a topological space ),,( X a point Xx is said to be a g**-isolated point if 

}{x  is g**-open.  

Equivalently, there exists a g**-neighbourhood of x  which contains no point of X other than x   

Theorem 3.13: Let ),( X be a topological space in which every singleton set is g**-closed. 

Then, 

(1) If X is g**-additive then every subset is g**-closed and g**-open. 

(2) If X is g**- countably additive then every countable subset is g**-closed. 

(3) If X is g**- finitely additive then every finite subset is g**-closed. 

Proof is obvious. 

Theorem 3.14: An infinite g**-additive, g**-T1 space is not g**-compact. 

Proof:  In a g**-T1 space X, }{x is g**-closed for all Xx . Therefore every subset is g**-closed 

and g**-open. }/}{{ Xxx  is a g**-open cover for X which has no finite sub cover. 

Theorem 3.15: Let ),( X be a topological space in which every singleton set is a g**- isolated 

point. Then, (1) If X is g**-multiplicative then every subset is g**-closed and g**-open. 

          (2) If X is g**- countably multiplicative then every countable subset is g**-open. 

          (3) If X is g**- finitely multiplicative then every finite subset is g**-open. 
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Proof is obvious. 

Theorem 3.16: Every g**-T1, g**-additive space is strongly g**-normal. 

Proof follows since every subset is g**-open and g**-closed. 

Theorem 3.17: Let X be g**-multiplicative space in which every singleton set }{x is a g**-

isolated point. Then x is strongly g**-normal. 

Proof follows since every subset is g**-open and g**-closed. 

Theorem 3.18: Every g**-compact g**-T2 g**-multiplicative and g**-finitely additive space is 

strongly g**-normal. 

Proof: Let X be a g**-compact g**-T2 space. Let A and B be two disjoint g**-closed sets in X. 

Then by theorem (3.6) of [7], B is g**-compact. For every ,Bx  by theorem (3.11) of [7], there 

exists disjoint g**-open sets xx VU ,  such that ., xx VAUx  }/{ BxU x  is a g**-open cover 

for B. Since B is g**-compact it has a finite sub cover such that 

)(........
21

sayUUUUB
nxxx  which is g**-open, since X is g**-multiplicative. Let

ix

n

i
VV

1
 . V is g**-open since X is g**-finitely additive. Then U and V are disjoint g**-open 

sets containing B and A respectively. Since ),( X   is g**-T2, every singleton set is g**-closed. 

),( X is strongly g**-normal. 

Theorem 3.19: In a strongly g**-regular space every pair of points have g**-neighbourhoods 

whose g**-closures are disjoint. 
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Proof: Let x and y be two distinct points in X. Then }{y is g**-closed. By definition, there 

exists disjoint g**-open sets U and V containing x and y respectively. By theorem (3.11), there 

exists a g**-neighbourhood U  of x  such that .)(** UUclgUx  Similarly there exists 

g**-neighbourhood V  of y  such that .)(** VVclgVy  VU  & are g**-

neighbourhoods of x  and y whose g**-closures are disjoint. 

Corollary 3.20: Let ),( X be g**-multiplicative, strongly g**-regular space. If yx & are two 

distinct points in X there exists disjoint g**-closed sets 21 &WW containing yx & respectively. 

Proof: In the proof of the previous theorem, put )(**1 UclgW  an d ).(**2 VclgW  Then 

21 &WW are g**-closed sets, since ),( X is g**-multiplicative. 

Theorem 3.21: Let ),( X be a strongly g**-normal space then every pair of disjoint g**-closed 

sets have g**-neighbourhoods whose g**-closures are disjoint. 

Proof: Let A, B be disjoint g**-closed sets in X. By definition, there exists disjoint g**-open 

sets U and V such that ., VBUA  by theorem (3.6)(b) there exists g**-open set 1W such that 

.)(** 11 UWclgWA  Similarly, there exists g**-open set 2W such that 

.)(** 22 VWclgWB  21,WW are the required g**-neighbourhoods. 

Corollary 3.22: Let ),( X be strongly g**-normal, g**-multiplicative. Then for every pair of 

disjoint g**-closed sets there exists g**-closed sets containing them. 

Proof: 21 &WW in the proof of the above theorem are g**-neighbourhoods and their g**-

closures are g**-closed sets, since X is g**-multiplicative. 
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Theorem 3.23: (Generalization of extreme value theorem): Let YXf : be g**-continuous 

where Y is an ordered set in the ordered topology. If X is g**-compact then there exists c and d 

in X such that )()()( dfxfcf    for every .Xx  

Proof: By theorem (3.15) of [7], g**-continuous image of g**-compact space is compact. 

Therefore )(XfA  is compact. Suppose A has no largest element then }/),{( Aaa   forms 

an open cover for A. Since A is compact it has a finite subcover. 

).,......(..........),(),( 21 naaaA  Let },.....,.........,max{ 21 naaaa  then 

),( aA  which is a contradiction since Aa but ).,( aa   A has a largest element M. 

Similarly it can be proved that it has the smallest element m. Therefore there exists c and d in X 

such that Mdfmcf  )(,)( and )()()( dfxfcf  for all .Xx  

Theorem 3.24: Let X be non empty g**- finitely additive, g**-multiplicative, g**-compact, 

g**-T2 space. If X has no g**-isolated point then X is uncountable. 

Proof: Let U be non empty g**-open set in X and Xx . 

Step (i) Let us prove that there exists non empty g**-open set UV   such that ).(** Vclgx  

Case (i) Let Ux . Since }{x is not an isolated point, U should contain a point .xy   

Case (ii) Let .Ux Then select a point xy  in U.   

In both the cases x and y are two distinct points in X. Since X is g**-T2, there exists disjoint 

g**-open sets W1 and W2 containing x and y respectively. Then UWV  2  is a g**-open 

(since X is g**-finitely additive) set in X containing .y  V is non empty. Now W1 is a g**-

open set containing x which does not intersect V. ).(** Vclgx Let XZf : be an 

arbitrary function and let ).(nfxn  Applying step (i) to the non empty g**-open set ,XU 

there exists a non empty g**-open set XV 1 such that ).(** 11 Vclgx   
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In general given Vn-1which is a non empty g**-open set, choose a non empty g**-open set nV  

such that 1 nn VV and )(** nn Vclgx  . Hence we get a nested sequence 

.............)(**)(** 2  VclgVclg n of non empty g**-closed sets in X (since X is g**-

multiplicative). Since X is g**-compact there exists a point )(** nVclgx  (by theorem(4.9) of 

[7]).  Then nxx  for any n, since )(** nVclgx . This shows that f cannot be onto. Since f is 

an arbitrary function from XZ  , X cannot be countable. Therefore X is uncountable. 

Definition 3.25: A collection B of g**-open sets is said to be a g**-basis for X if for every g**-

open set U, and Ux there exists B  B such that .UBx   

Theorem 3.26: In ),( X every g**-open set is union of g**-basic open sets. 

Converse is true only if ),( X is g**-multiplicative. 

Proof: Let U be g**-open, then for every Ux there exists xB  B such that UBx x . and 

x
Ux

BU

 . 

Conversely union of g**-basic open sets is g**-open if ),( X is g**-multiplicative. 

Definition 3.27: A space ),( X is said to have a g**-countable basis at ,x if there exists a 

countable collection B of g**-neighbourhoods of x such that each g**-neighbourhood of x  

contains atleast one element of B. A space which has a g**-countable basis at every point x  is 

said to be g**-first countable. 

Example 3.28: In the indiscrete topological space ),( X , for every point ,x  B }}{{x is a g**-

basis at x consisting of only one element. ),( X is g**-first countable. 

Theorem 3.29: Let ),( X be a topological space and let A be a subset of X. If there exists a 

sequence }{ nx of points of A such that xx g

n  ** then ).(** Aclgx The converse holds if X 

is g**-first countable and g**-finitely additive space. 
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Proof: Let U be a g**-open set containing .x Since xx g

n  ** there exists N such that Uxn 

for all .Nn  ).(** Aclgx  

Conversely, let )(** Aclgx and ),( X be g**-first countable. Let 
ZnnU }{ be a g**-countable 

basis at .x For every ,Zx let nn UUUB  ........21 . Since X is g**-finitely additive 

each nB is g**-open set containing .x  Since .),(**  ABAclgx n For each Zn , choose 

ABx nn  . To prove xx g

n  **  , let U be a g**-open set containing .x Then U contains 
0nB

for some 0n which implies nBU  for all 0nn  . Uxn   for all 0nn   and this proves 

xx g

n  ** . 

Theorem 3.30: Let YXf : be g**-irresolute function. Then xx g

n  **

).()( ** xfxf g

n    
 

The converse holds if X is g**-first countable and g**-finitely additive and g**-multiplicative. 

Proof: Let V be a g**-open set containing ).(xf Then )(1 Vf  is g**-open in X such that 

).(1 Vfx 
 
Since xx g

n  **  there exists N such that )(1 Vfxn

 for all .Nn  Vxf n  )(  

for all .Nn   This implies  ).()( ** xfxf g

n 
 

To prove the converse, first we prove that for every subset A of  

)).((**))(**(, AfclgAclgfX  If  )(** Aclgx then there exists Axn  such that .** xx g

n   

(by theorem(3.29). By hypothesis ).()( ** xfxf g

n   

))((**)( Afclgxf  (by theorem 3.29). Now let V be g**-closed in X and let ).(1 VfU 

Now let us prove that .)(** UUclg  .)(()( 1 VVffUf  

.)(**)((**))(**()()(** VVclgUfclgUclgfxfUclgx   

.)(**)(1 UUclgUVfx   Hence g**cl(U)=U. Therefore U is g**-closed, since X is 

g**-multiplicative. f is g**-irresolute. 
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Definition 3.31: If a space X has a g**-countable basis for its topology then X is said to satisfy 

g**-second axiom of countability or said to be g**-second countable. 

Theorem 3.32: A g**-second countable space is g**-first countable. 

Proof: Let ),( X be g**-second countable and B be a g**-countable basis for the topology τ. 

Let Xx and Bx  B{  B }./ Bx If U is g**-open and Ux then there exists B  B such 

that UBx  and so B Bx. Therefore Bx is a countable g**-basis at x . ),( X is g**-first 

countable. 

Example 3.33: Let ),( X be uncountable indiscrete topological space. Then all subsets are g**-

open. Hence ),( X is g**-first countable. Suppose that B }{ nB is a countable basis for X. For 

}{, xUXx   is g**-open. Then there exists nB such that }{xBx n  and hence }.{xBn   

 }/}{{ Xxx B. Therefore B cannot be countable. Therefore ),( X is g**-first countable but 

not g**-second countable. 

Definition 3.34: A subset A of a space ),( X is said to be g**-dense in X, if g**cl(A) = X. 

Example 3.35: Let ),( X be an infinite cofinite space. Let A be an infinite subset of X. Then 

g**cl(A) = X. Hence every infinite subset in ),( X  is g**-dense in X and finite subsets are not 

g**-dense in X. 

Definition 3.36: A topological space ),( X is said to be g**-separable if it has a countable g**-

dense subset. 

Example 3.37: Any infinite cofinite space ),( X is g**-separable since every countably infinite 

subset of X is g**-dense in X. 

Example 3.38: Any uncountable indiscrete space is not g**-separable since every subset is g**-

closed. 
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Definition 3.39: A topological space ),( X is said to be g**-Lindelof if every g**-open cover 

has a countable sub cover. 

Example 3.40: An indiscrete space X is g**-Lindeloff if and only if X is countable. 

Theorem 3.41: Every g**-second countable space is g**-Lindelof. 

Proof: Let ),( X  be g**-second countable and let B }{ nB be a countable g**-basis for X. Let 

A be a g**-open cover for X. Given a point ,Xx  there exists A  A such that Ax . Since A is 

g**-open there exists nB  B  such that .ABx n  So every nB is contained in an element of A. 

For every ,Zn choose an element nA  A containing nB . Let A1 }.{ nA then A1 is obviously a 

countable sub covering for X. Therefore X is g**-Lindelof. 

Theorem 3.42: Every g**-second countable space is g**-separable. 

Proof: Let ),( X be g**-second countable and B }{ nB be a countable g**-basis for X. From 

each non empty g**-basic open set Bn, choose a point nx . Let }.{ nxD  To prove g**cl(D) = X 

let Xx and U a g**-open set containing .x Then there exists nB  B such that .UBx n 

Then DUxn  and this proves .)(** XDclg   X is g**-separable. 

Remark 3.43: Every g**-compact space is g**-Lindelof but not conversely. 

Example 3.44: A countably infinite indiscrete space is g**-Lindelof but not g**-compact, since 

}/}{{ Xxx   is an open cover which has no finite sub cover. 

Theorem 3.45: Let ),( X be g**-additive in which each singleton set is g**-closed or g**-

multiplicative in which every singleton set is g**-open. Then, 

(1) X is g**-T1. 

(2) X is g**-T2. 

(3) X is strongly g**-regular. 

(4) X is strongly g**-normal. 

(5) X is g**-compact X is finite. 

(6) X is g**-Lindelof X is countable. 
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(7) X is g**- first countable. 

(8) X is g**-second countableX is countable. 

(9) X is g**-separable X is countable. 

Proof: In both cases all subsets are g**-closed and g**-open.  

For (1) to (4), the proof is obvious.  

(5)Any finite set is g**-compact. Suppose X is infinite then }/}{{ Xxx  is a g**-open cover 

which has no finite subcover. 

(6)Any countable set is second countable. Suppose X is uncountable then }/}{{ Xxx  is a g**-

open cover which has no countable sub cover. 

(7)At every point x  , Bx }}{{x  is a countable basis. 

(8)Sufficiency is obvious. To prove the necessity, let X be uncountable and B be a basis for X. 

For every }{, xXx is g**-open. Therefore there exists xB B such that }.{xBx x 

}.{xBx   }{x  B for all .Xx  Therefore B is uncountable. 

(9) Sufficiency is obvious.Necessity follows since no proper subset is dense in X. 

Theorem 3.46: Let ),( X be g**- finitely additive, g**-multiplicative, g**-second countable 

and strongly g**-regular. Then ),( X  is strongly g**-normal. 

Proof: Let ),( X be strongly g**-regular space with a g**-countable basis B. Let A and B be 

disjoint g**-closed sets in X. Every point Ax has g**-neighbourhood U not intersecting B. By 

theorem (3.11), there exists a g**-neighbourhood V of x such that .)(** UVclgVx  Now 

there exists B  B such that .VBx  By choosing such a basis element for each ,Ax we get 

a countable covering of A by g**-open sets whose g**-closures do not intersect B. This covering 

of A is countable and denote it by }.{ nU Similarly, choose a countable collection }{ nV of g**-

open sets such that )(** nVclg does not intersect A. Define )(**
1

i

n

i
nn VclgUU





and 

).(**
1

i

n

i
nn UclgVV





 )(** iVclg is g**-closed, since ),( X  is g**-multiplicative. 
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)(**
1

i

n

i
Vclg


 is g**-closed, since ),( X  is g**- finitely additive. 


nU is g**-open since it is the 

intersection of two g**-open sets. Hence 


nU and 


nV are g**-open. If Ax then nUx for some 

n and for any .i  .


 nUx ).(
1

sayUUA n
n








Similarly, )(

1
sayVVB n

n







and

VU &  are g**-open.(since X is g**-multiplicative). If VUx  then 





 kj VUx for some 

.& kj  Without loss of generality let kj  .Then from the definition of ., jj UxU 


But from the 

definition of ., jk UxV 


which is a contradiction. . VU Since ),( X is strongly g**-

regular every singleton set is g**-closed. X is strongly g**-normal. 

Theorem 3.47: Let ),( X be metrizable then ),( X is strongly g**-normal. 

Proof: Let ),( X  be metrizable with metric d. Let A, B be two disjoint g**-closed sets in X. For 

each ,Aa choose a such that .),(  BaB a  Similarly for each ,Bb choose b such that 

.),(   AbB b Let ),
2

,( a

Aa
aBU



 ).

2
,( b

Bb
bBV



 U and V are open sets in X and hence 

g**-open. If VUZ  then  )
2

,( aaBZ


)
2

,( bbB


for some ., BbAa 

),(),(),( bzdzadbad   ˂
2

ba  
. Without loss of generality let ba   . Then ),( bad ˂ b

and ),( bbBa  which is a contradiction. . VU Since X is metrizable, every singleton set 

is closed and hence g**-closed. Hence X is strongly g**-normal. 

Theorem 3.48: Every strongly g**-regular, g**- finitely additive, g**-multiplicative and g**-

Lindeloff space is strongly g**-normal. 

Proof: Let ),( X be strongly g**-regular, g**-additive, g**-multiplicative and g**-Lindeloff 

and A, B be two disjoint g**-closed sets in X. Every point Ax has a g**-neighbourhood Ux 

which is disjoint from B. Similarly every point By has a g**-neighbourhood Vy which is  
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disjoint from A. By theorem (3.11), there exists a g**-neighbourhood 


xU such that

.)(** xxx UUclgUx 





  Similarly there exists a g**-neighbourhood 


yV such that

.)(** yyy VVclgVy 





  Then A }/{ AxU x 


 is a g**-open cover for A and B 

}/{ BxVx 


 is a g**-open cover for B. )}(}{{ AXU Axx 


 is a g**-open cover for X. Since 

X is g**-Lidelof there exists a countable sub cover for X. Hence there exists a countable 

collection 



ZnnU }{ of g**-open sets covering A, where .)(** 


BUclg n Similarly there 

exists a countable collection 



ZnnV }{ of g**-open sets covering B, where .)(** 


AVclg n

Define )(**
1










i

n

i
nn VclgUW and ).(**

1










i

n

i
nn UclgVW


nW and 


nW are g**-open, since 

x is g**-multiplicative and g** finitely additive. Let 


 nUW and 


 nVW . Then W  and 

W  are disjoint g**-open sets (since X is g**-multiplicative) containing A and B respectively. 

Therefore X is strongly g**-normal. 
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